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DEFINITIONS 



This document contains few terms that may not be familiar to everyone, and to ensure the clarity 

of the contents we are listing the definitions of these terms below:  

Venture Capital 

Venture capital is a type of private equity investment that is  typically provided to early-stage, high-

potential, and high-risk startups. 

It involves investing in companies that have innovative or  disruptive ideas and products but may 

not yet have a proven business model  or revenue stream. In exchange for their investment, venture 

capitalists  receive an ownership stake in the company and often take an active role in  guiding its 

growth and development. The goal of venture capital is to generate  a high return on investment by 

helping startups become successful and  profitable.  

ICO 

ICO stands for Initial Coin Offering, which is a type of crowdfunding  that uses cryptocurrency or 

blockchain technology to raise capital for a new  project or startup. In an ICO, a company or 

organization issues a new digital  token or coin, which can be purchased by investors using existing  

cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin or Ethereum. The funds raised from the ICO  are then used to 

finance the development of the project or product, and  investors receive the new tokens as a form 

of investment in the project.  

DAO 

DAO stands for Decentralized Autonomous Organization, which is a  type of organization that is 

run by rules encoded as computer programs on a  blockchain. A DAO is decentralized and operates 

independently of a central  authority, with decisions made based on a consensus of its members. It 

is  essentially a digital entity that can hold assets, make decisions, and interact  with other entities 

in a transparent and secure way. The concept of DAO described in this white paper is a DAO taking 

advantage of blockchain  technology, interacting with cryptocurrencies; and leveraging on a 

mechanism  to allow it to interact with physical world. 

Endorsers 

Endorsers are a real-time elected members from the community by  the community, they have 

certain roles and permissions stated in this  document.  



E-CEO 

E-CEO is an elected member from the community by the community,  who has certain role and 

permissions different from the endorsers stated in  this document. 

PoDD (Proof of Due Diligence) 

PoDD is a reward mechanism that encourages token holders to make informed voting decisions in 

a decentralized ecosystem. The correct voting outcome is determined by the collective value of 

voting power surpassing the soft cap required for project funding, promoting diligent research and 

early participation. 

Voting Value 

Voting Value represents a participant's influence in a voting system and is calculated as 1% of the 

USDT value of their total token holdings at the time of voting. It quantifies a participant's voting 

power, determining their ability to contribute to reaching the project's soft cap and receive 

rewards in the voting process. 

 

ABSTRACT  

Invtron DAO is a pioneering platform that utilizes blockchain technology to  bridge the gap 

between crowdsourced funding and Startups in need of financial support.  

By implementing a collective decision-making process based on blockchain  technology, Invtron 

DAO’s platform empowers the crowd to invest  collectively in projects they believe are deserving 

of funding.  

The lack of funding and difficulty in accessing crowd funding or obtaining loans is  a significant 

issue that hinders the growth and development of most  Startups.  

This can result in the failure or inability to bring promising projects to fruition.  

Additionally, obtaining funding from venture capital firms or other major  corporations can be a 

challenging endeavor.  

Investors may also face challenges in finding promising investment opportunities,  especially for 

those who are not accredited investors or do not have a large amount  of disposable income to 

invest.  



Invtron DAO’s platform seeks to address these issues by bringing together a  collective of small 

contributors and startups, enabling a new business cycle  that was not previously possible. 

By facilitating the connection between Startups in need of funding and a  diverse group of 

contributors, Invtron DAO has the potential to revolutionize the  way businesses access funding 

and investment opportunities are discovered.  

This innovative approach has the potential to drive economic growth and support the  development 

of a wide range of projects that have the potential to make a meaningful  impact. 

WHAT IS CRYPTOCURRENCY AND ICO? 

Cryptocurrency has had a significant impact on the world, enabling fast and easy  transfer of large 

sums of money.  

It can also provide a censorship-resistant open-source information sharing platforms  a live 

example of that would be (https://IQ.wiki).  

It has also created new opportunities for startups to launch innovative business ideas  without the 

bureaucratic hurdles of traditional fundraising methods.  

Before the rise of cryptocurrency, individuals with great project ideas but  insufficient funding had 

to rely on networking and finding angel investors or other  potential investors to invest in their 

ideas.  

This process was slow and required the right connections.  

The emergence of initial coin offerings (ICOs) has changed this dynamic.  

An ICO is like an initial public offering (IPO) in the stock market, where a potential  investor buys 

a "native token" for the project, with a specific utility or that could be  used as a mean of payment.  

This allows startups to raise funds more efficiently and quickly and allows investors  to discover 

and invest in promising projects that they may not have had access to  before.  

ICOs have become a popular method for startups to raise funding, but they are not  without their 

drawbacks. 

A significant number of ICOs have been accused of fraudulent activity, and there is  a risk of 

losing money for investors.  

Despite these risks, the potential for successful investment and the ability to support  innovative 

projects make ICOs an attractive option for investors.  

Initial coin offerings (ICOs) offer numerous advantages over traditional investment  methods.  



They combine the best features of the stock market without the bureaucracy and red  tape.  

Investors can purchase tokens which they can hold, trade to other investors, or use them for any 

other purpose that the token may provide.  

Investors can hold the tokens in their own wallet and store their private keys in an  offline storage 

medium, always giving them full control over their tokens.  

They can trade or exchange them 24/7 without the need for a third party or any other  

intermediary.  

This allows for a close relationship between investors and startups seeking funding  for their 

company.  

There have been successful startups that have emerged through ICOs, such as  Binance, “An 

extremely successful online cryptocurrency exchange”.  

If investors or contributors are interested in a particular idea, the only thing standing  in their way 

is purchasing tokens and deciding what to do with them - whether it be  holding them for speculative 

reasons, selling them for profit, using them for their  intended purpose, or any other decision. 

After an ICO ends, when a startup receives the funds raised during the ICO and  launch its project, 

the price of the token can fluctuate based on supply and demand  and the fundamentals of the 

project.  

Investors who hold on to their tokens may see the value of their investment increase  or decrease 

depending on market conditions and the success of the project.  

While ICOs offer multiple benefits, it is important for investors to be aware of the  risks involved.  

Although it worth mentioning that there have been instances of fraudulent ICOs, and  there is 

always a risk of losing money.  

However, with careful research and due diligence, investors can find ICOs that offer  the potential 

for successful investment and the opportunity to support innovative  projects. 

WHAT ARE THE PROBLEMS INVTRON DAO IS  ATTEMPTING TO 

SOLVE  

Startups face significant challenges when starting up or expanding their business:  

• Startups often struggle to secure funding for their business ideas. It can be difficult to 

persuade banks to lend money to them, and  the risk of taking on a large loan can be a 



significant burden for a fresh company.  

Additionally, the traditional methods of seeking investment, such as pitching  to angel 

investors or seeking venture capital, can be time-consuming and  require an elevated level 

of networking.  

• Startups do not have the option of going public through an initial  public offering (IPO) on 

the stock market to raise funds, and they may not  have the needed access to venture 

capital as larger corporations. This can limit their ability to scale and grow their business.  

• It can be rare and difficult for small investors to invest in Startups,  plus usually the small 

investors do not have the resources or connections to  discover and invest in promising 

startups, and the traditional investment  process can be complex and intimidating.  

Due to these constraints, most ideas never come to fruition and not completed by  companies.  

However, the emergence of initial coin offerings (ICOs) has provided technology  and blockchain 

startups with a way to raise funds from a wider audience through  token distribution.  

This allows users to buy the tokens from the business and hold the tokens themselves  easily and 

directly. 

ICOs have become a popular method for technology startups to raise funding, and  they offer 

numerous advantages over traditional investment methods.  

Investors can purchase tokens which they can hold, trade to another investor, or use  them for any 

purpose that the token provide. 

PROBLEMS INVESTORS MAY HAVE WITH ICOS  

ICOs have revolutionized the way startups raise funding and have made it easier for  investors to 

get involved in promising projects.  

However, the lack of regulation and oversight in the ICO market has also made it  easier for 

investors to fall victim to defrauds or make poor investment decisions.  

Here is example of few risks that potential buyers should be aware of:  

• A company may not be as far along in their timeline or project as they claim  in their 

white paper.  



This can lead to delays or failure to deliver on promised features or products.  

• The company may not actually exist, and the website is only set up to collect  funds from 

the ICO and then disappear after the ICO ends.  

This would be an obvious fraud, and it can be difficult for investors to recover  their funds 

in these cases.  

• The project may not have a real-world use case and fail to take off.  

Which can lead to the value of the token decreasing or the project becoming  abandoned.  

• There may be significant competition in the market for the product or service offered by 

the company. 

This can lead to the failure of the project or the value of the token decreasing.  

• The company may not have a solid business plan or financial projections. 

That would increase the risk of the project failing and the value of the token  decreasing.  

Given the anonymity that the blockchain provides, it is not possible to fully trust any  ICO.  

The company may make claims about their project and present employees with an  address, but 

all this information can be manipulated.  

There is no third-party validation to ensure that what the company is presenting is  accurate.  

This can lead to doubts in the minds of investors, especially those used to the  transparency that 

the stock market requires of companies.  

It is important for investors to do their due diligence and thoroughly research ICOs  before 

investing.  

This includes reading the white paper, understanding the technology behind the  project, and 

evaluating the team and their history.  

Investors should also be aware of red flags, such as unrealistic promises or a lack of  

transparency.  

By being well informed and cautious, investors can minimize their risk and make  more informed 

investment decisions. 

SOLUTION  

Blockchain technology has the potential to fundamentally change the way we do  business and 



invest. 

Invtron DAO, bring the benefits of this technology to the real world through the  creation of a 

Utility Token with a practical use case, and the development of a  community of contributors who 

can vote on specific projects.  

Invtron DAO’s approach offers multiple advantages over traditional methods of  investing:  

1. The cryptocurrency market is ripe for innovation, and the decentralized nature  and ease of 

distribution of digital assets make it easier than ever for venture  capitalists to invest in a 

wide range of projects.  

This opens new opportunities for startups, that  may have difficulty obtaining funding 

through traditional channels.  

2. By using blockchain and digital assets, we can safely and cost-effectively  connect 

contributors of the DAO with promising projects.  

This allows contributors to support projects that may have previously been  out of reach.  

3. The open ledger provided by blockchain technology allows for an unlimited  number of 

contributors to support an unlimited number of projects, each with  unlimited potential for 

growth. 

This creates a new level of liquidity and flexibility in the investment market for Startups.  

4. The distribution of digital assets makes this type of diversified support and  contribution 

possible.  

Contributors can obtain tokens directly from the company and hold them in their own 

wallets, with full control over their supported projects.  

5. DIA (The Decentralized Investment Approach) allows for the investment in  multiple 

projects without the need for raising funds for each one individually.  

This streamlines the investment process and allows for a more efficient  allocation of 

resources.  

6. Endorsers play a crucial role in filtering and recommending potential  investments.  

They conduct thorough investigations of applicant companies and release  detailed reports 

of their findings, providing investors with the information  they need to make informed 

decisions.  

7. The Elected CEO (E-CEO) will be nominated by endorsers along with two other candidates 

and voted on by token holders.  



The E-CEO serves as the legal representative of Invtron DAO and enables  the platform to 

interact with the real world.  

This ensures that the platform is transparent, accountable, and responsive to  the needs of 

the community. 

In summary, Invtron DAO offers a new, innovative way for contributors to  support the growth of 

Startups and participate in promising projects and  ideas.  

By leveraging the power of blockchain technology, we can create a more efficient,  democratic, 

and transparent investment environment. 

DEFINITION OF DAO AND DIA  

DAO is a prefix of Decentralized Autonomous Organization.  

-A Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) is a type of digital entity that  operates 

using blockchain technology. It is a decentralized and self-governed  system that is run and 

managed by its community of token holders, who vote on  decisions and actions through a 

transparent and secure voting process.  

The DAO is designed to be autonomous and independent, meaning it can operate  and make 

decisions without the need for a central authority or manager. This  allows Invtron DAO to 

function as a fully democratic and decentralized Capital,  with the community making 

decisions about how it operates and what actions it  takes.  

In summary, a DAO is a collective governed and managed by its community of token  holders 

through a transparent and secure voting process. It is a decentralized and  self-governed system that 

can take any actions that a traditional organization can,  including changing its policies and 

decision-making processes.  

- DIA, or "The Decentralized Investment Approach," is a groundbreaking business  model based 

on the wisdom of the crowd.  

With Invtron DAO, investors only need to invest one time, at the time of raising  funds for 

Invtron DAO project. 

Invtron DAO organization functions legally as a holding company, and the  Invtron DAO token 

represents the governance token of this company.  

Invtron DAO organization will use the funds for new investments.  



Invtron DAO token is an inflationary token whose total supply will be  regulated by the number 

of new projects that the DAO is going to invest in.  

Additional tokens supplies will be issued automatically by the smart contract, based on the votes 

of token holders, which means that Invtron DAO will always be looking for new projects with the 

goal of keeping the inflation ratio at acceptable levels.  

Invtron DAO will use part of the profits from the successful projects  investments to burn inflated 

tokens out of circulation.  

Token holders will have voting power based on the number of tokens they hold.  

When a potential startup approaches Invtron DAO for an investment, endorsers  will investigate 

their project, present the results of the investigation, and allow the  community to vote on who 

should receive funding.  

Investors can downvote or upvote a project investment based on their voting power.  

The DAO will issue new tokens and use them to fund the potential project that  applied for 

funding, provided that the funding has reached a predetermined soft cap.  

This allows Invtron DAO to obtain a certain percentage of equity of that startups,  the amount of 

which will be published before the voting process is initiated.  

When an investment is successful, thanks to the wisdom of the crowd, profit sharing  will be 

achieved by burning tokens, rather than distributing profits. 

This will automatically lead to an increase in token price over time, incentivizing  token holders to 

hold onto their tokens as Invtron DAO expands to new projects,  using a deflationary profit-sharing 

model.  

The decentralized investment approach allows for a more democratic and transparent  method of 

investment.  

By giving all token holders the ability to vote on projects, it ensures that only the  most promising 

and viable projects receive funding.  

This also benefits the holders by allowing them to have a say in the direction and  success of the 

projects in which the DAO is investing.  

Additionally, the profit-sharing model of burning tokens helps to increase the value  of the 

remaining tokens, providing potential for appreciation.  

Invtron DAO platform is the first of its kind, utilizing the power of the  blockchain to create a 

more efficient and democratic investment approach.  



It has the potential to revolutionize the way startups obtain  funding and provide investors with 

more opportunities to get involved in promising  projects.  

Overall, the decentralized investment approach offers a unique and innovative  solution to the 

traditional challenges faced by both startups and investors in the  crowdfunding space.  

THE EXPERIENCE FOR STARTUPS   

Invtron DAO is a revolutionary platform that helps Startups secure funding for their projects. 

The traditional method of obtaining funding for a startup can be a challenging and  time-consuming 

process, with most Startups facing difficulty in obtaining  loans or finding investors.  

However, with Invtron DAO, Startups can easily pitch their ideas  directly to Invtron DAO 

platform.  

Using blockchain technology, we can bring together small investors and connect  them with 

promising projects, allowing them to support projects that they believe in.  

One of the key benefits of using Invtron DAO is that it allows Startups to bypass the red tape and 

bureaucracy often associated with traditional methods of  funding.  

Invtron DAO is open to anyone, regardless of their status or the amount of money  they want to 

contribute to the support of innovative projects.  

This means that even small investors can support exciting new ventures.  

Moreover, Invtron DAO provides a level of transparency and accountability that  is not always 

present in traditional funding methods.  

All projects must be thoroughly investigated by the endorsers, who present their  findings to the 

community and allow token holders to vote on which projects they  believe are worthy of funding.  

This ensures that only the most promising and credible projects receive funding,  promoting the 

success of the funded projects. 

In conclusion, Invtron DAO is a game-changing platform that helps  Startups secure funding and 

bring their ideas to life.  

By bringing together contributors and connecting them with promising projects, we  can foster a 

new method of business cycle that was not previously possible.  

So, if you are a startup with a great idea, do not hesitate to pitch it and see how  Invtron DAO can 

help you achieve your goals. 



THE PLATFORM  

Invtron DAO is poised to be a momentous change in the fintech industry.  

By leveraging the power of the blockchain to connect contributors with the most  promising 

projects, we are driving innovation and development like never before.  

Invtron DAO empowers the community to make informed decisions about the  project to support 

and ensures that Startups have the resources they need  to succeed.  

This is a win-win for everyone involved: contributors can be a part of the success of  

groundbreaking projects, and Startups are able to bring their visions to  life.  

We are proud to be leading this change in the fintech industry and are confident that,  with the 

support of the community, Invtron DAO will continue to drive growth  and progress for years to 

come.  

We are confident that Invtron DAO has the potential to revolutionize the way  Startups are funded 

and supported, and we are excited to be a part of that change.  

With the support of the community and the hard work of our team, we are confident  that the 

future is bright for Invtron DAO.  

So, we are proud to say that Invtron DAO is a trailblazer in the fintech industry, and we cannot 

wait to see the impact we will have in the coming years. 

TOKEN INTEGRATION  

Invtron token serves as the driving force behind Invtron DAO’s platform,  empowering members 

of the token holders’ community to shape the direction and  growth of the project.  

It allows users to vote on funding decisions for new startups and partnerships,  ensuring that the 

collective will of the community is reflected in the direction of  Invtron DAO project.  

In addition to providing a democratic means of decision-making, Invtron DAO token  also serves 

as a utility within the Invtron DAO ecosystem.  

It will be used to access exclusive features and resources on Invtron DAO platform and may also 

be used as a means of payment within and outside the  community.  

As a decentralized autonomous organization, the utility of Invtron token is  essential to the 

functioning and success of Invtron DAO.  



We believe that it will play a crucial role in driving the growth and evolution of the project in the 

years to come. 

PoDD (Proof of Due Diligence) 

At Invtron DAO, we are driven by the belief that democracy isn't just a principle; it's a way of 

life. We are committed to building a platform that embodies and upholds democratic values, 

especially when it comes to supporting startups. Our unique feature, PoDD (Proof of Due 

Diligence), lies at the heart of this commitment, ensuring that every decision is well-informed and 

aligned with the community's trust. 

Here's how PoDD and Voting Value integrate into our process: 

1. Rigorous Due Diligence with PoDD: 

Before any startup is considered for funding through Invtron DAO’s platform, a team of 

Endorsers rigorously investigates them. These Endorsers leave no stone unturned, scrutinizing 

business plans, finances, leadership, and more. To enhance transparency and trust, Endorsers are 

geographically distributed, allowing them to visit project offices personally. 

The goal of this extensive due diligence process is to ensure that the DAO supports companies 

deserving of community trust. 

2. Community Voting with Voting Value: 

Once the evaluation is complete, the Endorsers present their findings to the E-CEO (Elected 

CEO), who in turn shares them with the community. Invtron token holders, driven by their 

commitment to the DAO's success, are granted the power to cast their votes for or against the 

project. 

Startups seeking funding set soft and hard caps that must be met for the project to proceed. If the 

soft cap is unattainable, the project can choose to accept or decline the funding offer. If accepted, 

tokens are disbursed; if declined, no tokens are issued. 

3. Token Stake and Profit Sharing: 

Invtron DAO, as a partner, takes a percentage stake in the funded organization, demonstrating its 

dedication to the success of these newly funded entities. Profits generated from successful DAO 

investments are used to reduce the supply of Invtron tokens, thereby increasing their value for 

token holders. 



This profit-sharing model aligns with the community's values and rewards token holders for their 

role in supporting successful projects. 

4. Democratic Voting Process with Lock and Decreasing Voting Value: 

The community collectively works together to identify and support the most promising startups, 

making it clear that the democratic approach can positively impact the economy. 

To ensure the integrity of the voting process, a voting lock of 7 days is enforced for Endorsers 

and E-CEO voting, which means they won’t be able to remove their vote within that period of 

time but they can still vote for two more Endorsers. 

However, for project voting, there is a unique feature. After each vote, the voting value decreases 

by 20% if the vote is cast within the first 5 days. This mechanism encourages thoughtful 

consideration and prevents hasty decisions in project voting. 

To participate in voting, users must hold Invtron tokens and be preapproved, ensuring that only 

those with the best interests of Invtron DAO at heart can vote. 

5. Limited Project Voting and Dynamic Incentives: 

Each user has the ability to vote for three Endorsers and one E-CEO at a time. To vote for another 

Endorser, they must first remove their vote from one of the three previously selected. Users are 

also limited in the number of projects they can vote for in a 30-day period, enhancing democratic 

participation and encouraging careful consideration of their votes. 

 

Invtron DAO features a unique dynamic voting incentive system. Participants receive rewards 

based on their engagement in the decision-making process for different projects. The incentives 

vary depending on the direction of the vote (upvote or downvote) and the project's success in 

reaching its soft cap. 

With PoDD, Voting Value, and the voting lock with decreasing voting value for projects, Invtron 

DAO fosters a robust, democratic ecosystem where well-informed decisions, transparent 

evaluations, and active community involvement are the cornerstones of success.  

CONCLUSION  

Invtron DAO is a significant change in the world of crowdfunding, bridging the  gap between 

promising startups and contributors in a way that benefits everyone involved.  



Invtron DAO is designed to inspire confidence and encourage active  participation from all 

members of the community.  

One of the standout features of Invtron DAO is the use of a voting system that  leverages the 

collective wisdom of the community.  

Contributors have a say in the projects they support and can feel more involved in  the process as 

a result.  

Votes are calculated based on the amount of tokens held by a contributor, ensuring  that those with 

larger quantities have a greater level of influence, because a bigger  stakes of tokens means more 

educated decision and more interest in the success of  Invtron DAO.  

However, cryptocurrency exchanges should be prevented from voting due usually  holding a big 

wallet, yet they have no interest in Invtron DAO success or failure.  

Invtron DAO primary goal is to reduce risk as much as possible.  

Invtron DAO will provide all the necessary information about a project,  including Endorsers’ 

investigations, so token holders can make informed decisions. 

If an investment does not pan out there will be no token burned.  

On the other hand, if a successful company is awarded an investment, it can drive  up the value of 

the Invtron tokens and benefit the token holders.  

As blockchain technology continues to advance, we believe that increasing number  of companies 

will turn to alternative funding methods like initial coin offerings  (ICOs).  

Invtron DAO is well-positioned to support this trend, providing  Startups with access to a 

streamlined funding process.  

In short, Invtron DAO is poised to revolutionize the way funding is obtained,  creating a brighter 

future for Startups, Startups, and token holders alike. 

ROADMAP  

• Inception 2017: The initial idea for Invtron DAO was first conceived. • Idea Polishing 

2018: This is the phase when the idea was further refined and  developed into a more 

concrete concept.  

• Creating the whitepaper RV01 2018: The first version of Invtron DAO's  whitepaper 



has been created.  

• Reserving Domain 2018: We decided the name of our Project and secured  its domain 

name.  

• Creating MVP website 2019: We created a simplified version of the final  product that 

can be used for testing and gathering feedback.  

• Collecting a team 2019-2023: Building a strong and capable team is crucial  for the 

success of any project, which is why the founders started to select  qualified people to 

be part of the team.  

• Revising the Whitepaper RV02 (2020): After collecting feedback from  potential 

investors and experts, Invtron DAO revises the whitepaper to  reflect any changes in the 

project's vision, mission, and goals. This ensures  that the whitepaper is up to date and 

accurately represents the DAO's  objectives.  

• Revising the Whitepaper RV03 (2022): During the pandemic Invtron DAO  development 

was forced to take a pause which was an opportunity in  disguise for us to further refine 

the Whitepaper.  

• Networking (2022): Invtron DAO builds its network by attending  conferences, 

participating in online forums and events, and connecting with  like-minded individuals 

and organizations. This allows the DAO to expand  its reach and gain exposure to 

potential investors and partners.  

• Onboarding Advisors (2023): Invtron DAO brings on advisors with  expertise in areas 

relevant to the project's mission and goals. This allows the  DAO to tap into their 

knowledge and experience to make more informed  decisions and ensure the success of 

the project.  

• Negotiating Possibility of Listing with exchanges based on the Whitepaper  (2023): 

Invtron DAO begins negotiations with exchanges to secure a listing  for its tokens. This 

allows us to forecast the future adoption and learn about  the difficulties which we need 

to overcome in the future.  

• Planning an Initial Coin Offering (ICO) (2023): Invtron DAO begins  planning for 

its ICO, which involves setting a date and determining the  



token price, as well as licensing and outlining the terms and conditions of  the 

offering.  

• Licensing (March 2023): Invtron DAO proceed with securing any necessary  licenses or 

permits to operate. This ensures that the DAO is operating legally  and that it is compliant 

with all relevant regulations.  

• Launching Seed Round (April and May 2023): Invtron DAO launches its seed  funds, 

pitching the project to family and friends and try pitch it to Venture  Capitals.  

• Marketing (June, July and August 2023): Invtron DAO launches a marketing  campaign 

to increase awareness of the DAO and generate interest in the  project. This includes 

social media, PR, and advertising efforts.  

• Finalizing the Smart Contract (January 2024): Invtron DAO finalizes its  smart contract, 

which is the program that governs the operations of the  tokens and the DAO. This 

ensures that the DAO is operating efficiently and  transparently.  

• Launching Public Coin Offering (September 2023): Invtron DAO launches  its public 

coin offering, allowing investors to purchase its tokens. This is a  crucial step in the 

project's development, as it allows the DAO to raise the  necessary capital to carry out 

its goals.  

• Initiating Token Swap (February 2024): Invtron DAO initiate a Token swap,  this means 

replacing the ICO token with the DAO native token. • This is an automated procedure where 

the ICO token will be automatically  replaced with the DAO tokens wherever they are.  

• Exchange Listing (February 2024): Invtron DAO secures a listing on one or  more 

exchanges, which allows the tokens to be traded and increases  exposure and liquidity for 

the DAO. This is a key step in the project's  development, as it helps to ensure the long-term 

success of the DAO. 

TOKENOMICS  

Total token supply: 1 Billion tokens   

Token name: INV   



Token standard: ERC-20   

Token price: 20 cents   

Soft Cap: 50 million USDT   

Hard Cap: 100 million USDT  

Token Allocation 

• 10% Marketing. 

• 5% Presale. 

• 5% Liquidity. 

• 5% Advisors (Vested for 2 Years) 

• 10% Team (Vested for 2 Years) 

• 15% Team (Vested for 5 Years) 

• 50% Public Token Sale.  

 

Use of Funds 

• 30% allocated to marketing and community building efforts   

Token Allocation

Marketing Presale Liquidity

Advisors (Vested for 2 Years) Team (Vested 2 Years) Team(Vested 5 Years)

Public Sale



• 10% allocated to research and development 

• 25% allocated to operational expenses   

• 10% allocated to legal and regulatory compliance   

• 20% allocated to Invtron DAO’s team and founders 

• 5% allocated to a reserve fund for unexpected expenses and contingencies 

 

Team 

Malek Almsaddi – Founder / CEO  

Mario Figlioli – Co-Founder / CCO  

Khaled Tahoun - COO 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS  

 

GENERAL INFORMATION  

Invtron token does not have the legal qualification of a security since it does not give any rights to 

dividends or interests. Invtron token have the legal qualification as a hybrid token, utility, and 

Funds Allocation

Marketing & Community building

Research and Development

Operational Expenses

Legal and Regulatory Compliance

Invtron DAO Team and Founders

Reserve fund for unexpected expenses and contingencies



payments, since it is intended to be used as a means of payment to acquire goods or services by 

third parties, or a means of money or value transfer.  The sale of Invtron tokens is final and non-

refundable. Invtron tokens are not shares and do not give any right to participate to the general 

meeting of Invtron AG. Invtron TOKENS cannot have a performance or a particular value outside 

Invtron DAO. Invtron tokens shall therefore not be used or purchased for speculative or investment 

purposes. The purchaser of Invtron TOKENS is aware that national securities laws, which ensure 

that investors are sold investments that include all the proper disclosures and are subject to 

regulatory scrutiny for the investors’ protection, are not applicable. Anyone purchasing Invtron 

TOKENS expressly acknowledges and represents that she/he has carefully reviewed this white 

paper and fully understands the risks, costs and benefits associated with the purchase of Invtron 

TOKENS.   

KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED   

The purchaser of Invtron tokens undertakes that she/he understands and has significant experience 

of cryptocurrencies, blockchain systems and services, and that she/he fully understands the risks 

associated with the crowd sale as well as the mechanism related to the use of cryptocurrencies (incl. 

storage). Invtron AG shall not be responsible for any loss of Invtron tokens or situations making it 

impossible to access Invtron DAO, which may result from any actions or omissions of the user or 

any person undertaking to acquire Invtron tokens, as well as in case of hacker attacks.   

RISKS   

Acquiring Invtron tokens and storing them involves various risks, in particular the risk that Invtron 

AG may not be able to further develop its operations and develop its platform and provide the 

services promised. Therefore, and prior to acquiring Invtron tokens, any user should carefully 

consider the risks, costs, and benefits of acquiring Invtron TOKENS in the context of the crowd 

sale and, if necessary, obtain any independent advice in this regard.  Any interested person who is 

not in the position to accept or to understand the risks associated with the activity or any other risks 

as indicated in the Terms and Conditions of the crowd sale should not acquire Invtron tokens.   

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER   

This white paper shall not and cannot be considered as an invitation to enter an investment. It does 



not constitute or relate in any way nor should be considered as an offering of securities in any 

jurisdiction. The white paper does not include nor contain any information or indication that might 

be considered as a recommendation or that might be used to base any investment decision. This 

document does not constitute an offer or an invitation to sell shares, securities or rights belonging 

to Invtron AG or any related or associated company. The Invtron token is just a utility token which 

can be used only on the Invtron platform and is not intended to be used as an investment. The 

offering of Invtron TOKENS on a trading platform is done to allow the use of the Invtron platform 

and not for speculative purposes. The offering of Invtron TOKENS on a trading platform is not 

changing the legal qualification of the token, which remains a simple means for the use of the 

Invtron platform and is not a security. Invtron AG is not to be considered as advisor in any legal, 

tax or financial matters. Any information in the white paper is given for general information 

purpose only and Invtron AG does not provide.  

with any warranty as to the accuracy and completeness of this information. Given the lack of 

crypto-token qualifications in most countries, each buyer is strongly advised to carry out a legal 

and tax analysis concerning the purchase and ownership of Invtron TOKENS’s according to their 

nationality and place of residence. Invtron AG today is not a financial intermediary according to 

Swiss Law and is not required to obtain any authorization for Anti-Money Laundering purpose. 

This qualification may change in case Invtron AG will offers services which are to be considered 

as qualifying a financial intermediation activity. In this case, the use of Invtron AG services may 

require the positive conclusion of an AML/KYC identification process. Invtron tokens confer no 

direct or indirect right to Invtron AG’s capital or income, nor does it confer any governance right 

within Invtron AG; a Invtron token is not proof of ownership or a right of control over Invtron AG 

and does not grant the controlling individual any asset or share in Invtron AG, or in Invtron DAO. 

A Invtron token does not grant any right to participate in control over Invtron AG’s management 

or decision-making set-up, or over the Invtron DAO and governance to the Purchasers. Regulatory 

authorities are carefully scrutinizing businesses and operations associated to cryptocurrencies in 

the world. In that respect, regulatory measures, investigations, or actions may impact Invtron AG’s 

business and even limit or prevent it from developing its operations in the future. Any person 

undertaking to acquire Invtron tokens must be aware of the Invtron AG business model, the white 

paper or terms and conditions may change or need to be modified because of new regulatory and 

compliance requirements from any applicable laws in any jurisdictions. In such a case, purchasers 



and anyone undertaking to acquire Invtron tokens acknowledge and understand that neither Invtron 

AG nor any of its affiliates shall be held liable for any direct or indirect loss or damage caused by 

such changes. Invtron AG will do its utmost to launch its operations and develop Invtron DAO. 

Anyone undertaking to acquire Invtron TOKENS acknowledges and understands that Invtron AG 

will launch its first services by the start of the crowd sale. Other services available to the Invtron 

Token purchasers may be offered at a later stage, according to the Whitepaper. On concluding the 

Commercial Operation, these tokens will be issued by a technical process referred to as a 

«Blockchain». This is an open-source IT protocol over which the Company has no rights or liability 

in terms of its development and operation. The token distribution mechanism will be controlled by 

a Smart Contract; this involves a computer program that can be executed on the Ethereum network 

or on a blockchain network that is compatible with Smart Contract programming language. They 

acknowledge and understand therefore that Invtron AG (incl. its bodies and employees) assumes 

no liability or responsibility for any loss or damage that would result from or relate to the incapacity 

to use Invtron tokens, except in case of intentional misconduct or gross negligence. Invtron token 

is based on the Ethereum protocol. Therefore, any malfunction, unplanned function, or unexpected 

operation of the Ethereum protocol may cause Invtron DAO or Invtron tokens to malfunction or 

operate in a way that is not expected. Ether, the native Ethereum Protocol account unit may itself 

lose value in a similar way to Invtron tokens, and in other ways.   

REPRESENTATION AND WARRANTIES   

By participating in the crowd sale, the purchaser agrees to the above and they represent and 

warrant that they:   

- have carefully read the terms and conditions attached to the white paper; agree to their full 

contents and accept to be legally bound by them.   

- are authorized and have full power to purchase Invtron TOKENS according to the laws that 

apply in their jurisdiction of domicile.   

- are not a U.S. citizen, resident, or entity (a “U.S. Person”) nor are they purchasing Invtron 

TOKENS or signing on behalf of a U.S. Person; are not a Chinese resident or entity nor 

are they purchasing Invtron Tokens or signing on behalf of a Chinese resident. 

- live in a jurisdiction which allows Invtron AG to sell Invtron tokens through a crowd sale 

without requiring any local authorization and are following the local state and national laws 



and regulations when purchasing, selling and/or using Invtron tokens.   

- are familiar with all related regulations in the specific jurisdiction in which they are based and 

that purchasing cryptographic tokens in that jurisdiction is not prohibited, restricted or 

subject to additional conditions of any kind.   

- will not use the crowdsale for any illegal activity, including but not limited to money 

laundering and the financing of terrorism; purchase Invtron TOKENS because they wish 

to have access to Invtron DAO.   

- have sufficient knowledge about the nature of the cryptographic tokens and have significant 

experience with, and functional understanding of, the usage and intricacies of dealing with 

cryptographic tokens and currencies and blockchain-based systems and services.   

- purchase Invtron TOKENS because they wish to have access to Invtron DAO; - 

are not purchasing Invtron TOKENS for the purpose of speculative investment or 

usage.  

GOVERNING LAW – ARBITRATION   

The Client acknowledges and accepts that the Invtron Token Sale operation is taking place within 

a Swiss legal environment that is still under development. The Parties agree to seek an amicable 

settlement prior to bringing any legal action. All disputes arising with the with papers provided, 

shall be resolved by arbitration in accordance with the Swiss Rules of International Arbitration of 

the Swiss Chambers of Commerce in force on the date when the Notice of Arbitration is submitted 

in accordance with these Rules. The arbitration panel shall consist of one arbitrator only. The seat 

of the arbitration shall be Zug, Switzerland. The arbitral proceedings shall be conducted in English. 

Invtron tokens will not be listed on any regulated stock exchange, such as SIX Swiss Exchange, or 

SIX.  These Terms have been prepared without regard to the legal standards for prospectuses under 

art. 1156 or art.  652a of the Swiss Code of Obligations or the legal standards for facilitated 

prospectuses under art. 5 of the Collective Investment Schemes Act (“CISA”) or art. 27 ff. of the 

SIX Listing Rules or the listing rules of any other stock exchange in Switzerland. Neither these 

Terms nor any other material relating to the Offer, Invtron or Invtron tokens will be or have been 

filed with or approved by any Swiss regulatory authority. Specifically, these Terms will not be filed 

with, and the Offer of Invtron tokens will not be supervised by, the Swiss Financial Market 

Supervisory Authority FINMA (FINMA). Furthermore, the Offer of Invtron tokens has not been 



and will not be authorized under the CISA. Thus, the protection which is given to purchasers of 

interests or units in collective investment schemes under the CISA does not extend to purchasers 

of Invtron tokens. 
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